league, that it is provided more than once, it is given both verbally and in writing and it includes clear targets and an action plan.
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to 17%) for studies with continuous outcomes. Multivariable metaregression indicated that feedback may be more effective when baseline performance is low, the source is a supervisor or colleague, it is provided more than once, it is delivered in both verbal and written formats and when it includes both explicit targets and an action plan..
Conclusions Audit and feedback generally lead to small but potentially important improvements in professional practice. In the 140 studies included in this review some of the participants were simply given their results whilst in others they were also set targets or an action plan to help them improve.
The vast majority of the included studies involved doctors, mainly in a practice setting, however, there were two that involved dentists; one that involved recording periodontal care 5 and another compliance with a guideline for impacted molars 6 . Most trials measured professional practice, such as prescribing or the use of laboratory tests, but in 112 of the 140 studies it was unclear how the feedback was given. Thirty-one percent of trials were judged to have been at low risk of bias, 51% had an unclear risk of bias and 18%
had a high risk of bias.
The authors use the risk difference (RD -an absolute outcome)
for dichotomous outcomes and the weighted median adjusted percentage change (a relative outcome) for continuous outcomes.
For studies with dichotomous outcomes the overall RD was a 4.3% increase in compliance with desired practice. But using meta-regression they looked at the expected effect of a number of variables on the outcome.
There were relatively large differences in effect size when comparing these characteristics: feedback presented in both verbal and written format versus only verbal (expected difference in adjusted RD= 8%); delivered by a supervisor or senior colleague versus the investigators (expected difference in adjusted RD= 11%); frequency of monthly versus once only (expected difference in adjusted RD = 7%); containing both an explicit, measurable target and a specific action plan versus neither (expected difference in adjusted RD= 5%).
So whilst the effect of audit and feedback may be small overall this review suggests that it can be improved by ensuring the person responsible for the audit and feedback is a supervisor or colThis paper is based on a Cochrane Review published in the Cochrane Library 2016, issue 6 (see www.thecochranelibrary.com for information). Cochrane Reviews are regularly updated as new evidence emerges and in response to feedback, and the Cochrane Library should be consulted for the most recent version of the review.
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